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Versiti acquires Texas-based Cenetron Central Laboratories and
Salus IRB to advance clinical trial capabilities
Milwaukee, Wis., – July 12, 2019 – Versiti, a national leader in blood health innovation, today

announced the acquisition of Texas-based Cenetron Central Laboratories, and its subsidiary,
Salus IRB, offering both organizations the opportunity to expand clinical trial services and
expertise.
“By joining forces with an industry leader such as Cenetron, we gain the strength of an
organization that specializes in pre-analytical activities that are critical to the success of clinical
trials,” said Versiti President and CEO Chris Miskel. “Clinical trials are critical to medical
advances that translate to patient care. Together with Versiti’s extensive clinical trial expertise –
we will better serve our existing customers, and offer expanded service to future customers.”
Cenetron will provide Versiti’s diagnostic laboratories with a spectrum of clinical trial solutions
from project initiation, kit development and sample logistics, specialized testing, data
management, and project management. Salus IRB, an AAHRPP-accredited, Independent
Review Board, provides in-depth regulatory expertise to support the development of ethical and
quality research designs for the biopharmaceutical and medical device industries.
The acquisition will not impact Cenetron’s 40 employees, and the laboratory will maintain its
name and current location in Austin. Versiti, headquartered in Milwaukee, has 2,000 employees
at its locations in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin.
“Versiti and Cenetron are dedicated to a common mission of advancing medical science, and
patient care, through clinical trials,” said Cenetron President Dwight DuBois, M.D. “Versiti has a
long history of impeccable customer service, combined with the highest standards of quality and
in-depth scientific expertise. The entire Cenetron organization is both excited and proud to be
aligned with an organization with Versiti's sterling reputation."
Dr. DuBois will remain at Cenetron as the laboratory’s medical director.
About Versiti
Versiti, a national leader in blood health innovation, was formed with the mission to improve the
health of patients and enable the success of our healthcare partners nationally. We provide
innovative, value added solutions in the fields of transfusion medicine, transplantation, and
blood-related diseases to meet the needs of each of our customers. The collective efforts
across Versiti result in improved patient outcomes, expanded access to care, and cost
efficiencies for healthcare systems nationwide. For more information, visit versiti.org.
About Cenetron
Cenetron Central Laboratories is a premier provider of molecular and general laboratory
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services. A CAP certified and CLIA registered laboratory, founded in 1995, Cenetron has
supported pivotal global trials in North America, Europe, Africa, and the Pacific Rim. Cenetron’s
client list includes leading pharmaceutical clients in the United States and Europe. Visit
Cenetron.com
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